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A HISTORY IN COMMON – A FUTURE IN PROGRESS 
 

THE ROYAL COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY IS A NETWORK OF INDIVIUDALS AND ORGANISATONS COMMITTED TO 

IMPROVING THE LIVES AND PROSPECTS OF COMMONWEALTH CITIZENS ACROSS THE WORLD 

 

 

The Commonwealth theme for 2016 is ‘An Inclusive Commonwealth’, in recognition of the values 

and diversity of the Commonwealth and its 53 member countries and peoples. 

The theme informs events organised by governments, schools, community groups and 

individuals to celebrate Commonwealth Day, and helps to guide activities by Commonwealth 

organisations throughout the year. 

Commonwealth Secretary-General Kamalesh Sharma said: “An Inclusive Commonwealth refers 

to the values of tolerance, respect and understanding, as well as equity and fairness, set out in 

the Commonwealth Charter, and the richness of the Commonwealth as a family of nations in 

which each member state is valued equally and has an equal voice. 



“In changing times, the need for the Commonwealth to act as an inclusive network for mutual 

support, development and growth of opportunity and rights for all is as great as ever.” 

Commonwealth Day is marked every year on the second Monday in March. In 2016 it is 

celebrated on 14 March. 

_________________________________________________ 

COMMONWEALTH DAY IN WELLINGTON 

All members and friends of RCS Wellington are invited to join us for the National Observance of 

Commonwealth Day 2016, as we celebrate this year's theme, 'An Inclusive Commonwealth'. The 

Observance, at the Wellington Cathedral of St Paul will be followed by a reception in the Grand 

Hall, Parliament House. The Hon Christopher Finlayson will represent the Prime Minister at these 

events. RCS Wellington and CYNZ are working with the Cathedral and the Visits and Ceremonial 

Office in planning the Observance. 

Members will receive an electronic invitation to the above events from the Visits and Ceremonial 

Office during February. For those members who have not registered an email address with us or 

do not have one, your invitations will be posted out. 

_________________________________________________ 

Set for natter with The Queen 

By Alexandra Newlove 

Brad Olsen, 18, has been named one of the finest young leaders from across the 

Commonwealth.  

Whangarei 18-year-old Brad Olsen reckons he will be fine meeting The Queen. 



After all, he can "have a yarn" with anyone. 

Mr Olsen has been named one of the finest young leaders from across the Commonwealth, 

as one of two New Zealanders to be chosen for the Queen's Young Leader Award. 

Currently in Wellington studying towards degrees in political science, international relations, 

economics and public policy, he said he applied for the awards at the last minute "on a 

whim". 

"When I found out I'd won I was pretty shocked ... It's fantastic but it's really more about the 

groups I've worked with and people who have supported me. It all started in Whangarei and 

I owe a lot to people there." 

The awards celebrate exceptional people aged 18 to 29 who are leaders in their community. 

The accolade includes a trip to the UK in June where recipients meet The Queen during a 

week-long programme. This is followed with a year-long leadership programme from 

Cambridge University, delivered online. 

Mr Olsen has appeared in the Advocate numerous times over the past few years - he spent 

four years on the Whangarei District Council youth advisory group, is a youth ambassador 

for Unicef NZ, and has represented New Zealand as a youth delegate. At 17 he helped set up 

a free healthcare clinic for young people in Whangarei. He also works with the national 

youth advisory group, advising government departments and NGOs about issues ranging 

from mental health to education. Mr Olsen said he rarely "switches off" and was not 

nervous about meeting the Queen. 

"I think it's the fairly Kiwi reaction of taking it as it is and giving it a go. I seem to be able to 

get along with most people and have a yarn with them." 

Mum Helen Olsen said she was "stunned" by her son's latest recognition. 

"Obviously we're really proud of him, but this hasn't just happened. He's been working hard 

for a lot of years on a voluntary basis and I can vouch for that, because I dropped him off. It 

just seems like the more you give him the more he can do," Mrs Olsen said. 

She said her son was an "exhausting" child. "He was a speaker from way early. He had an 

inquiring mind from day dot and one-line answers were never enough. 

"As much as we could talk and tell him, he would soak it in. From a little boy he could talk to 

anyone and everyone which is what we tried to teach him. So he's always had that knack." 

________________________________________________ 

Common Leaders Day 2016 

CYNZ are hosting a Common Leaders Day to coincide with Commonwealth Day. The 

Common Leaders Day programme brings together a range of inspiring young leaders in 

community, government, national and international fields and shows senior high school 

students that everyday people can become outstanding leaders.  



 

Participants will also be immersed in a range of workshops that will be aimed at teaching 

them practical skills they can use to define and enhance their personal leadership style. 

They'll also learn about the importance and purpose of the Commonwealth and its values in 

an ever-changing world. 

 

_______________________________________ 

RCS London News 

There have been a number of staff changes in recent months 

 

Annette Prandzioch 

As Chief Operating Officer, Annette draws together the activities of a 

dynamic team to ensure that the Society plays a crucial role in 

upholding the core values of the Commonwealth. Cambridge 

educated, with a doctorate from Tübingen University, Germany, 

Annette practised as a barrister in property and commercial law for 18 

years. She decided to change career in order to pursue her passion for 

international relations. 

 

Tim Hewish 

Co-foudenr and former Executive Director of the think 

tank Commonwealth Exchange (CX), Tim has eight years' political 

experience including as a researcher for a Member of Parliament. Tim 

has a Masters in Imperial & Commonwealth History from King’s 

College London and is a published author for the Institute of Economic 

Affairs. 

Other staff changes include the appointment of Nathan McKenzie from Australia in the role 

of Public Affairs Officer, Elizabeth van der Valk who assists with the Society’s flagship event, 

the Commonwealth Day Act of Observance and Anja Nielson working primarily on The 

Queen’s Essay Competition. 

Call for Essay Competition Judges 

The RCS is now recruiting judges for The Queen’s Commonwealth Essay Competition. 

Judges are able to make a vital contribution to an important youth programme, while 

having the opportunity to read essays by young people from across the Commonwealth. 

Details of judging criteria and the application form are available to download. From the 

website www.thercs.org 

 



The Commonwealth in 2016 

Posted by The Royal Commonwealth Society  

7th January 2016 

As a New Year dawns there is much to reflect on and look ahead to in the Commonwealth. Below we 

look at the themes and events that will shape 2016. 

A New Commonwealth Secretary-General will take office 

One of the biggest events of 2015 was the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting held in 

Malta. A highlight was the election of a new Secretary-General, Baroness Scotland, nominated by 

Dominica. Baroness Scotland brings international, legislative, legal and government experience to 

the running of the Commonwealth. She was the first ever woman to be made Attorney General in 

the UK and has a career that spans the UK and the Caribbean. She is due to take office in the spring 

of this year and has stated that she wants to support member states to build development and 

democracy. A challenge will be to keep members unified while making sure the Commonwealth 

continues to be relevant to governments and people alike in a crowded international arena. 

Commonwealth Day 2016 

This year the annual celebration of the Commonwealth, Commonwealth Day, will fall on Monday 

14
th

March and will be celebrated around the Commonwealth. In London the Royal Commonwealth 

Society will once again co-ordinate a special multi-faith celebration at Westminster Abbey to be 

attended by Her Majesty The Queen, Head of the Commonwealth, the Commonwealth Secretary-

General, High Commissioners, dignitaries from around the Commonwealth and specially invited 

guests, as well as 1,000 young people. The Commonwealth Day Service will help launch the 

Commonwealth theme for 2016: ‘An Inclusive Commonwealth’. The theme emphasises the 

Commonwealth’s strength in working together to achieve progress. Including the full diversity of 

people in society is increasingly a necessity in stimulating development and fostering community 

resilience. The theme allows for further reflection on these ideas. 

 

 

 

Photo: Outgoing Commonwealth Secretary-General, 
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Scotland and Maltese Prime Minister, Dr Joseph Muscat. 

Photo credit: Commonwealth Secretariat. 



Implementing International Agreements 

2015 saw impressive international agreements made at the COP21 climate change talks in Paris, new 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) finalised in New York and new initiatives launched at 

the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in Malta. For global policy makers 2016 will be a 

year of implementation to make these agreements real. Conversations on the SDGs will turn to how 

achievement of the goals can be monitored and measured. Policy makers now have to follow 

through on commitments to lower carbon emissions. Commonwealth governments will be working 

with the Commonwealth Secretariat to support the creation and operation of the newly agreed 

Commonwealth Climate Finance Access Hub, Commonwealth Small States Centre of Excellence and 

Countering Violent Extremism Unit.  

The Commonwealth Women’s Affairs Ministerial Meeting 

The Commonwealth Women’s Affairs Ministerial Meeting (WAMM) is due to take place in Samoa in 

the autumn of 2016. The selection of the first ever female Commonwealth Secretary General, the 

first Commonwealth Women’s Forum held in Malta and the creation of the Commonwealth Youth 

Gender and Equality Network in 2015 have helped ensure gender issues are even more firmly on the 

Commonwealth radar. The Commonwealth has continuously expressed concern for gender 

inequality in education as well as various forms of gender-based violence. Organisations such as the 

Royal Commonwealth Society in partnership with Plan UK, the Commonwealth of Learning and the 

Commonwealth Secretariat have also worked to ensure progress on Marriage and these issues 

could well feature prominently at the WAMM. 

Commemorating the First World War 

Across the Commonwealth 2016 will be a year of reflection and commemoration of some of the 

major battles of the First World War. One of the most significant was the Battle of the Somme which 

began on the 1
st

 July 1916. By November of the same year over one million people from all sides had 

been wounded, captured or killed in the battle. While often thought of as a European conflict the 

Somme Offensive was a microcosm of the First World War through the involvement of service 

people from across the world, including from territories which are now Commonwealth member 

states. Most notably alongside the UK, forces from what are today Australia, New Zealand, Canada, 

India and South Africa served in the battle. This anniversary and those of other major battles will be 

marked by events in France and across the Commonwealth. 

The 90
th

 Birthday of HM The Queen 

As Head of the Commonwealth, The Queen is highly regarded across the Commonwealth. She has 

served the modern Commonwealth of Nations in this way for most of its history and continues to 

attend Heads of Government Meetings and ceremonial occasions such as the London 



Commonwealth Day celebrations. Her 90
th

 Birthday is due to be marked in May and June and many 

Commonwealth dignitaries and organisations will join in the celebrations. The official events include 

a Patron’s Lunch to celebrate The Queen’s patronage of over 600 organisations in the UK and around 

the Commonwealth, including the Royal Commonwealth Society. Her Majesty’s commitment to the 

Commonwealth will no doubt continue to inspire this diverse network throughout 2016 and beyond. 

 
 

Africa Question Time: Agency, Power, Past and Future 

Posted by The Royal Commonwealth Society  

28th January 2016 

Across international politics, narratives 

and understandings of contemporary 

situations are constantly shifting and 

contested. In many ways, discussions of 

Africa exemplify this trend more than 

any other region. Africa is 

simultaneously understood as an 

international failure and the global 

future; a passive follower of modernity 

and a shaper of destiny. Delving into 

these narratives was the ambitious task 

of a recent Question Time event at 

University College London. 

Part of a series of events entitled AfricanVoices@UCL, the panel attracted a range of professionals 

from across the continent. These included Adam Habib (Vice Chancellor of the University of 

Witwatersrand, South Africa), Ibrahima Thiaw, (Cheikh Anta Diop University, Dakar Senegal), 

Caroline Wanjiku-Kihato, (Urban LandMark, Southern Africa), Peter Waiswa (Makerere, University, 

Uganda) and the event was chaired by Martin Plaut, Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of 

Commonwealth Studies. Their backgrounds remain as diverse as the narrative of the continent that 

connects them. 

For that was one of the underlying messages of the panel (which explored a number of audience-

posed questions); Africa has no single narrative. To this effect, Plaut suggested that the continent 

may share nothing but a ‘geographic entity’. The answers from the panel would suggest that though 

this may go too far, there exists a wide range of histories, cultures, pasts and futures across Africa. 



In response to the classic question of the current ‘issues’ of Africa being a result of internal or 

external factors, the panel answered ‘both’. Wanjiku-Kihato suggested that blaming slavery and 

colonialism for current ills takes agency away from African citizens, whose biggest problem is a lack 

of self-critique. To use the literary term, blaming history risks double-silencing the African 

population. This is an issue that has long plagued populations, from women to slaves to minorities 

and beyond. 

Habib further suggested that the issues in Africa lie in a lack of accountability, posing the question 

how do you give poor people power? For him, power is leverage, leverage is agency, and agency is 

vital to ensuring those in leadership positions are accountable to the people they represent. How 

does a system bestow power, he asks? Through votes, through collective mobilization, perhaps even 

through violence, though the latter is of course ill-advised. So power allows for accountability, which 

in turn gives agency. 

As the discussion focused on another aspect of agency, employment, the panel discussed formalising 

the informal employment sector with diverse conclusions. Wanjiku-Kihato suggested that defining 

the formal economy as good and the informal economy as bad was to undermine the complexity of 

informal structures from the beginning. Waiswa added that much of Africa is built on the informal 

sector, particularly highlighting the importance of community health workers. Habib, alternatively, 

suggested that formalising the informal sector has increased equality and economic growth in places 

such as Brazil. He even suggested that a thriving informal sector indicates a failure of the formal 

sector. Perhaps, however, it should be considered an incompatibility of the formal sector with the 

pre-existing informal structure. 

One cannot address economy in Africa without addressing South Africa, the only African country in 

the up-and-coming BRICS. But is this economic powerhouse good, or is it holding the continent 

back? As can be expected, the conclusion was mixed. Though South Africa has the second largest 

economy in Africa, it is built on ‘exploitative investment’, according to Habib. But it seems South 

Africa’s future lies with Africa and that though there are many reforms to be made in order to see 

South Africa be the leader it can be, these reforms must happen within its continental context. 

Together they rise, together they fall. 

The problems of Africa, the mistakes made, the lack of agency, inequality, corruption; these were all 

discussed during the event. However, the point was raised that the narrative of Africa should be 

changed. Why are all of the stories from Africa unhopeful? Is it due to the old rule quoted by Plaut 

that in media what bleeds, leads? Or could Africa change its own narrative through power and 

agency? Africa is also the continent that brought us Chinua Achebe, m-pesa and Nelson Mandela. 

Perhaps these should lead the story, if there is a united one, of Africa? 



In fact, these differences make Africa’s future problematic to predict, even in the very nature of the 

statement: does Africa have a united future? The panellists spoke of an Africa community, 

strengthened with the inclusion of South Africa but differing in context and history. It could just be 

that through taking agency, changing the narrative, and holding actors, both political and private, to 

account that the future of Africa will live up to the capacity of its people. But, surely, that is the story 

for the world, not just this diverse continent? 

And that surely is the story of the Commonwealth too. 

Photo credit: © 2016 UCL / Jacqueline Lau  

 

 

 

 


